The European BSD Conference
November 25 - 27, 2005 University of Basel, Switzerland

Tutorials: Debugging Kernel Problems (Greg Lehey), Single User Secure Shell (Adrian Steinmann), IPv6 Programming Basics (Benedikt Stockebrand), Eventdriven Programming with Libisc (Poul-Henning Kamp), OpenBSD-based Wireless Networks (Reyk Floeter)

Talks on: Signal Handlers (Henning Brauer), Single User Secure Shell (Adrian Steinmann), Network Stack Randomness (Ryan McBride), FreeBSD Hard Disk Encryption (Marc Schiesser), TCP/IP Security (Michael J. Silbersack), Porting MPD to NetBSD (Ignatios Souvatzis), Evolutions in X11 (Matthieu Herrb / Matthias Hopf), OpenOSPFD (Claudio Jeker), VPNs (Emmanuel Dreyfus), Robust Firewalls with OpenBSD and PF (Ryan McBride), FreeBSD’s MP Network Stack (Robert Watson), Failover Bridges (Massimiliano Stucchi), DVCS (Olivier Robert), Porting NetBSD to the Arcom Viper (Antti Kantee), New Net Features in FreeBSD (André Oppermann), FreeBSD Appliances (Poul-Henning Kamp), New OpenBSD Threads (Ted Unangst), FreeBSD Jails (Matteo Riondato), Embedded OpenBSD (Niall O’Higgins / Uwe Stuehler)

Register at: http://eurobsdcon.org/reg.php
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Program Committee: Prof. Dr. Christian Tschudin, Computer Science Department, University of Basel · André von Raison, IX Magazin · Marc Balmer, The Organizing Committee · Wim Vandeputte, The OpenBSD Team · Max Laier, The FreeBSD Team · Emmanuel Dreyfus, The NetBSD Team · Felix Kronlage, bytemine